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A DAY DEVOTED TO SALES
• Session 1: Great teachers are successful salespeople!

• Topics covered include:
• Understanding your customer

• Identifying features and segmenting your customers

• Mining student resources

• Session 2: Preparation and information analysis key!

• Topics covered include:
• Identifying image and message of your product/service

• Presenting features and benefits

• Building and maintaining relationships

• Session 3: Selling without selling is the key to a successful close!

• Topics covered include:
• Developing selling and negotiation skills

• Ethics and the sacred student/teacher relationship 

• Dealing with difficult customers 
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A LIL’ BIT ABOUT ME
• How did I end up here?

• Experience

• PAR University College

• University level and professional development classes

• Finance, Economics, EU Economics, Corporate Management

• CBA analysis, project design and development

• Education

• PhD in Economics 

• MSc in International Economics

• BBA in Finance & International Business

• Challenges

• Teaching in a foreign language
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A LIL’ BIT ABOUT YOU

• What made you become a teacher?

• Was it a conscious decision?

• …or did you just end up in the education industry?

• Do you think this statement is true?

• Who inspired you?

• What was it that got you ‘hooked’?

• Did you adopt their methods?

• Anyone care to share their experience?
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LET’S ROLL

• What is a motto?

• Muttum, lat. – concise statement or phrase that expresses a fundamental moral 
principle or rule

• A phrase used to summarize, in a formal way, the general intention of a company

• Exercise 1: Think hard now…

• If you could pick any motto/slogan of any company in the world to describe 
yourself, which one would it be?

• You have 1 minute to find it and write it down (feel free to use your phone)

• Once you are done please come forward and stick it on the board

• You have 1 minute to present to your peers why you recognize yourself in the motto 
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FEATURES OF A MOTTO

• Short and easy to remember

• Emotionally intelligent

• Meant to help bring change

• Reminds you of your purpose and values

• Provides inspiration

• Increases productivity

• What is the best motto according to you?

• Teacher = product = service

• Have you ever thought of yourselves

in that manner?
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WHAT IS ‘TEACHER’ FOR YOU?

• Exercise 2: In one word, please give a synonym for the word teacher…

• Go to www.menti.com and use the code 86 13 27

• You can type up to 3 entries, if inspiration strikes 

• Why did you choose the words that you chose?

• What is the teachers’ social standing in your country?

• Is it above or below that of a salesman?

• Situation as of this week in Croatia….
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DIFFERENT UNDERSTANDING

• To each of us, the word ‘teacher’ carries a slightly different connotation

• To me, personally, the term teacher changed as I moved around
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THE MILLION $$$ QUESTION

• How many of us think of teachers as salespeople?

• After all, they do have some similarities…

• Exercise 3: Break down in smaller groups

• Please write down 3 things that teachers and salesmen have in common
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WHY DO WE NOT LIKE BEING 
COMPARED TO SALESPEOPLE?

• The word ‘sales’ carries a lot of baggage

• Let’s go back to Menti…

• Sales do not usually have a good connotation

• Salespeople even less so

• Is the problem in us?

• Hopelessly addicted to 

grotesque characters

• Offensive and unfair cliches

• Stereotypes are a significant barrier

to effective alignment
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SOME PARALLELS

• Great teachers
• Believe in value of their subject

• Considerable effort in

understanding audience

(identifying prior knowledge and
motivation)

• Hook to get our attention

• Convincing (personal stake)

• Teaching is relevant

• Variety of communication techniques

• Worth the money spent on it?

• Great salespeople
• Believe in value of their subject

• Considerable effort in understanding
audience

(identifying motivation & preferences, 
knowing your customer)

• Hook to get our attention

• Convincing (personal stake)

• Product/service fills a need

• Variety of communication techniques

• Worth the money spent on it? 
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UNDERSTANDING YOUR 
CUSTOMER/STUDENT

• Exercise 4: Profile analysis of prospective customers

• You have received a specific customer profile

• Use an empathy map to create your customer profile by answering questions

• Use your imagination to fill in the blanks
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SOME HARD TRUTHS

• Yes, yes, each and every customer claims he/she is different

• They have different needs and face different problems

• It is our job to find the patterns!

• Systematize the knowledge you’ve acquired!

• In sales, empathy is key!

• Btw, what is empathy?

• Luckily, we have all experienced learning

• And can tell good from bad
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HOW TO FILL IN YOUR EMPATHY 
MAP?

• Step 1: What does the customer see? – environment, market offer

• What offers of products does the customer receive on a daily basis? 

• What happens within the industry? 

• What solutions are currently popular? 

• What are their co-workers doing?

• Step 2: What does the customer hear? what’s new within the industry, what 
co-workers say

• What opinions have influence on customer? 

• Whose opinions?

• What media channels do they listen to?

• Who is their peer group/reference point that they listen to?
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HOW TO FILL IN YOUR EMPATHY 
MAP?

• Step 3: What does the customer think and feel? – what is the most important 
for the customer?  

• What emotions have impact on their decisions?

• What gets them stressed?

• What task do they need to complete? What are their plans?

• What outcome are they expecting? Where are they heading?

• Step 4: What does the customer say and do? What attitude do they present?

• Pay attention to what they think!

• What do they keep repeating?

• What do they tell people outside of company/family?
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HOW TO FILL IN YOUR EMPATHY 
MAP?

• Step 5: Pains – fears, frustrations, obstacles

• What frustrates the customer the most?

• What problems is the customer facing?

• What are their greatest fears?

• Step 6: Benefits – needs and desires, measure of success

• What does your customer think is a true measure of success?

• What are they expecting?

• What goals should they achieve?
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BENEFITS OF EMPATHY MAP

• Collected materials will help your team understand the customer’s needs

• It may serve as a great training for new salespeople in your team

• Your team can learn the language of benefits and is able to define the 
customer’s needs

• Each minute that you spend on thinking of the customer makes that your 
product is even more adjusted to their needs
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BENEFITS OF EMPATHY MAP

• Why is this method good?

• Helps you understand the customer from the emotional side

• Thanks to this knowledge you can understand: 

• Scale of problem customer is facing

• What emotions it arouses

• What influences decision-making process

• What concerns customer is struggling with
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PROFILING

Profile No. ___ Factors influencing customer decision-making

Environment Analyze customer’s environment: is it a person/company? 

What is their business? If individual, how are they making 

money? 

Who are their partners? Customers? What is their market? 

Processes What processes take place in their company? Or household?

(customer acquisition, sales, day-to-day routines, school, 

work…)

Problems What problems does customer face with above processes?

Solution What solution customer might be seeking?

• Exercise 5:  Team up according to your organizations

• From what we did so far, please profile your 3 main customer target groups 
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HOW DO YOU SEGMENT YOUR 
CUSTOMERS
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DATA MINING

• So what, really, is data mining?

• Making sense of all that data your organization is collecting!

• You are probably sitting on a mountain of data you are not using

• Search for relationships

• Identify patterns

• Predict future behavior

• These insights can

• Increase customer loyalty

• Unlock hidden profitability

• Reduce client churn
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ARE YOU A DATA MINER?

• Nothing is stopping you from becoming one!

• Exercise 6: Still in teams according to your organizations…

• Name all data mining techniques you are currently using!

• (Facebook, Google Ads, Evaluation surveys)

• Can you think of any other techniques that are available, but you are not using?

• Can you think of any other data sources that are available, but you are not 
using?
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JUST REMEMBER

1) Your organization’s teachers are both 

• the biggest data mines 

• The biggest data mineRs

• …so use them!

2) Listen 

• It’s better to listen than to talk!

• But if you have to talk…

3) Engage

• Make it meaningful

• Foster a sense of competence

• Establish positive relationships
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WHY IS PREPARATION SO 
IMPORTANT?

• Why do you think buyers are buying your product/service?

A) Because they have a need to fulfil 

B) Because you managed to sell them that

• Let’s not fool ourselves…

• Our product/service must have aligned 

with our customer’s needs in some way

• Because you can’t consistently fool the market

• It is our job to find out how are they aligned!

• Hence, 
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BACK TO BASICS

• Exercise 7: Still in teams according to your organizations…

• Fill in the table

• Pick your organization’s current top 3 products/services

• Place: most likely same

• Price: high/low relative to competition

• Promotion: how do you promote it to your customer base?

No. Product/Service Place Price Promotion

1

2

3
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SOME HYPOTHETICAL THINKING

• Pick 3 new products/services that you think your organization should offer

• You don’t have to invent hot water!

• What have you seen other companies have, that you’d like to offer, too?

• Pick 3 current markets in which your company operates

• Ex. City, country, adult education, early childhood education, languages, VET

• You define it!

• Pick 3 new markets in which you’d like to expand your business

• Same rules apply!

Current P/S New P/S Current markets New markets
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STRATEGIC OPPORTUNITY MATRIX

• You have to know where you are going!

• Tool to figure out how to position yourself and devise strategies for future growth

• Each of these strategies calls for a change in the sales funnel

Can you identify

your company’s 

growth strategy?
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IDENTIFY THE IMAGE OF YOUR 
PRODUCT

• What is positioning?

• Creating an image of your product or service in your target customer’s mind!

• Positioning is not what your company physically does to a product/service

• It is what your company does to target customer’s mind

• Simple example
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POSITIONING YOUR 
PRODUCT/SERVICE

• Mapping the market involves identifying and staking out the most relevant 
customer segments

• It enables you to establish how your product/service is viewed in terms of 
benefit and differentiation

• Exercise 8: Try to place on the PPM

• Your top 3 current products/services

• Your 3 new products/services

• Where are they, relative to each other?

• Does their positioning make sense?
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POSITIONING STATEMENT

• Explains who you are, what you offer, whom it is for, and why it is important 
and compelling

• Using the template, a positioning statement can be structured like this:

Can you identify

your company’s 

positioning statement?
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BUILDING TRUST

• Customers won’t buy from you unless they trust you

• When customers trust you, then they

• Believe in your promises

• Give you access to power

• Take your advice

• Recommend you to others

• Exercise 9: On a piece of paper, name 3 dimensions of customer trust you 
consider most important
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RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT

• A few words about managing relationships in education

• We don’t sell car parts, shampoos or insurance…

• We operate in local/regional markets…

• We grow organically…

• So classic selling techniques and  CRM systems don’t apply to us :/

• Exercise 10: Point of sale

• Think hard… who does the selling in your company?

• Out of 10 educational services sold…

• How many of your students signed up of their own accord?

• How many of your students signed up after being gently persuaded?

• How many of your students signed up because of a Fb ad, banner, radio commercial?

• Care to elaborate?
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SOME ETHICAL ISSUES

• Should you be using your position as a teacher to your advantage?

• Very often you are privy to the students most intimate motivations

• Should you use the information to sell a new or upsell a current service?

• Should you use time in class to ‘educate’ a student about their needs?

• Instead of teaching them what you were paid to do so in the first place

• How sacred is the ‘student-teacher’ relationship?

• Are you willing to violate it for a few quick bucks?

• Have you ever found yourselves in such a position?
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DEALING WITH DIFFICULT 
CUSTOMERS

• Is the customer always right?

• More aware of their rights

• Demanding more value for money

• Willing to complain more often

• What do you do when you are attacked by angry customer?

• Name strategies that usually work
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TEACHING IS SELLING

• You are your own product, so believe in it

• Know your market and develop your expertise in it

• Know your client group and listen carefully

• Know your competitors and treat them with respect

• Solve problems, remove barriers

• Set clear expectations

• Be credible and trustworthy 

• Keep clear boundaries while being warm and friendly

• Love what you do and do what you love
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SELL ME YOUR SERVICE!

• Last exercise:

• Each team (per organization) should decide what their most valuable product/ 
service is

• Name its benefits

• Say how is it different from similar product/service offered by competition

• Quote the price (offer a deal)

• Pick your strategy

• Do a 1 minute presentation and convince me to buy it

• Which arguments do you most often use in real life?

• Which arguments are the most persuasive in real life?
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“

”

THE GOOD TEACHER EXPLAINS, THE 

GREAT TEACHER INSPIRES
Thank you for your attention!

Bisera.karanovic@par.hr
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